
On a CPU it took a few minutes at 1920x1080 with 2048 paths per pixel of maximum depth 
six. 
On a GPU with some denoising and a reduced path count it can render in a few 
milliseconds, for 10 fps interaction at about this quality.
If we drop to one path per pixel, then hits about 5 fps on CPU and 120 Hz on a GPU.
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Source: Ray Tracing Gems
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He even talks about previous ray tracing algorithms, such as MAGI and Arthur Appel 1968. 
Douglas Kay in 1979, ”TRANSPARENCY FOR COMPUTER SYNTHESIZED IMAGES”, almost did 
it.
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74 minutes on a VAX-11/780, 640 x 480



My own, started from Pete’s “1-Overview” intro to RT course slide
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https://graphics.pixar.com/library/indexAuthorRobert_L_Cook.html

https://graphics.pixar.com/library/DistributedRayTracing/

Source: ACM, though better to credit Pixar (rights assignment has changed over the 
decades), SIGGRAPH 2019 OptiX course.pptx uses this image.









Note recursion: ray continues along a path until a light is hit (or something entirely black or 
considered “unchangeable,” such as an environment map.

Source: ACM, or Caltech.















My own, started from 



From 1987, seminal paper being Ray Tracing Jell-O Brand Gelatin
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From 1987, seminal paper being Ray Tracing Jell-O Brand Gelatin

http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~ph/ for code, etc.

Highlights, shadows, and refraction. 1024x1024 took 10 seconds to run on my CPU.
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http://eastfarthing.com/blog/2016-01-12-card/
https://fabiensanglard.net/rayTracing_back_of_business_card/
and https://gist.github.com/sungiant/9524044 
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Left image is a photograph, right image is rendered by path tracing. This famous ground-
truth test of a renderer is the origin of the “Cornell box” 3D models—there’s a real box at 
Cornell.
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So, how are these shadows generated?



If you can’t see the light, you’re in shadow. Another way to think of it is, if you look from 
the light’s location, whatever you see is lit, everything else is in shadow.
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What about these shadows?













Glossiness can vary, even using textures to control glossiness on different parts of the 
surface.
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Here’s your quiz question: which of these effects can be seen in this image?
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From Chris Wyman, of a scene free to reuse (Bistro outdoors, from ORCA 
collection).
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From Chris Wyman, of a scene free to reuse (Bistro outdoors, from ORCA 
collection).
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From Gavriil Klimov at NVIDIA
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From Gavriil Klimov at NVIDIA
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From Gavriil Klimov at NVIDIA
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From vokselia.com, built by regloh of the Voxelians, rendered with Chunky –path trace
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From Ray-Guided Volumetric Water Caustics in Single Scattering Media with DXR, NVIDIA. 
Ray Tracing Gems, http://raytracinggems.com

Most dangerous effect for last, and not because of the octopus here.
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From Ray-Guided Volumetric Water Caustics in Single Scattering Media with DXR, NVIDIA. 
Ray Tracing Gems, http://raytracinggems.com
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Not a render with a bad composited outside image, but reality. Let’s look closer…
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Oh, that can’t be good. Beware! Reality can burn you, literally.
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Briefly exposed to the sun
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https://blogs.nvidia.com/blog/2018/08/01/ray-tracing-global-illumination-turner-whitted/
- includes the Compleat Angler film

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:UNM_-_Dreamstyle_Stadium_panorama.jpg
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“performance on standard processor benchmarks will not double before 2038”



Jensen’s version from Kevin Acocella
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4K: 3840 x 2160 pixels takes 33 MB (including alpha) – means 30 images is 1 GB



Comparing graphics and ray tracing pipeline

Gray = fixed-function / hardware.  Improves over time.
Diamond = some kind of scheduling happening
White = programmable

<click>

Optix (and DXR and soon Vulkan) does Scheduling & Traversal, Intersection.  
Ray generation and shading is the developers responsibility. 
Workflow is often recursive, shaders can trace rays.

IA = input assembler
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Nested grids do see use for voxel/volume rendering, and k-d trees for point clouds

Source: Real-Time Rendering (Eric coauthored, made figure)



Quick refresher on how RT tackles the scene representation problem.

10 box tests + 10 triangle tests vs 1000 triangle tests.

BVH not a new idea.  Been around for decades. But devil is in the details if you want it 
really fast. Lots of research around that, both construction and traversal, from NV and 
many others.

Source: Steve Parker’s HPG 2019 talk
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SM – streaming multiprocessor
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From Chris Wyman’s introduction to ray tracing SIGGRAPH 2019 notes
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From Chris Wyman’s introduction to ray tracing SIGGRAPH 2019 notes
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http://www.realtimerendering.com/Real-Time_Rendering_4th-Real-Time_Ray_Tracing.pdf
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Updated from Steve Parker (HPG 2019) and Chris Wyman (SIGGRAPH 2019 “THE PATH TO
PERFORMANCE: SCALING GAME PATH TRACING”). Partners where we worked on the tech.
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http://erich.realtimerendering.com/rtrt/index.html



Sphereflake on pixel machine ran in 30 seconds, 16 seconds a year later due to software 
tuning. http://www.realtimerendering.com/resources/RTNews/html/rtnews4a.html#art4

Sphereflake is in the Standard Procedural Database program set.

Real-time browser demo here: https://www.shadertoy.com/view/wdtSWf



https://erich.realtimerendering.com/rtrt/index.html – 31 years later



https://erich.realtimerendering.com/rtrt/index.html – easier to see the depth of field there
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From Morgan McGuire’s “Path Tracing Review” – a pure path trace picks omega_i 
randomly in a uniform way.
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https://www.nvidia.com/en-us/geforce/campaigns/quake-II-rtx/

Original: http://brechpunkt.de/q2vkpt/
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From Multiple Importance Sampling (MIS) demonstrated by Veach and Guibas in 1995.

Figure 2 permission purchased 12/16/2019 for use in this and derivative presentations.

http://graphics.stanford.edu/papers/combine/
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Even with Turing, only have a budget of a few rays per pixel in real-time
10 GigaRays/sec: 20 rays/pixel at 4k@60Hz
Less in practice: game doesn’t only do raytracing, scenes are complex, need 

shading, etc.

Important to use our rays wisely.
Use rays where they matter most

Hybrid Rendering of key visual effects (reflections, GI, shadows, AO, ..)
No point in ray tracing primary visibility, the rasterizer is still an efficient 

beast we’ve tuned for 25 years, no reason not to use it!
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Specialized non-graphical data for denoising, like tangents for hairs.

Even films use denoising

https://developer.nvidia.com/gameworks-ray-tracing



Tensor cores: evidence that fast denoising (enabled by tensor cores) helps a 
lot for ray tracing

From NVIDIA’s “Deep Learning for Rendering” 2018



Developing an application that benefits from DL is different from traditional 
software development, where software engineers must carefully craft lots of source 
code to cover every possible input the application may receive.

From NVIDIA’s “Deep Learning for Rendering” 2018

At the core of a DL application, much of that source code is replaced by a neural 
network.

To build a DL application, first a data scientist designs, trains and validates a neural 
network to perform a specific task.

The task could be anything, like identifying types of vehicles in an image, reading 
the speed limit sign as it goes whizzing past, translating English to Chinese, etc.

The trained neural network can then be integrated into a software application that 
feeds it new inputs to analyze, or “infer” based on its training.

The application may be deployed as a cloud service, on an embedded platforms, in 
an automobiles, or other platforms.

As you would expect, the amount of time and power it takes to complete inference 
tasks is one of the most important considerations for DL applications, since this 



determines both the quality/value of the user experience and the cost of deploying 
the application.
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Test scene for raytraced shadows.  Overcast sky so shadows are soft.
This what it looks like at 1spp without denoising.
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And this is the results of applying our denoisers to 1spp ray traced shadows. 

What this does is cleverly re-use and blend the samples from neighbor pixels as well 
as previous frames.

So this is a combination of spatial and temporal filtering.
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And this is the ground truth, using hundreds of rays per pixel and no denoising.  

We got really close with 1spp denoised!
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Finally this is what you would get with shadow mapping. There is a bit of peter 
panning going on at the feet of the pedestrians, and we also lost the interesting 
contact hardening effect for the overcast sun soft shadows.

Not to mention the semi-transparent shadows of the trees that look completely different, 
because shadow maps can’t handle transparency well.
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Let’s look at reflections.

1spp with different roughnesses.
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Denoising for reflections will take into account material parameters such as surface 
roughness.
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And this is ground truth rendered with thousands of rays per pixel. Got quite close.
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This is what we would get with traditional stochastic SSR combined with reflection 
probes. 

I.e. this is what a traditional game would look like (I think this is actually stock
UE4).

See all the typical SSR artifacts.
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For example, this is what you would get with pure 1 sample per pixel path traced 
indirect diffuse global illumination. As I said before you can notice there is a lot of 
pixels that are just black, because they failed to sample a valid light path that 
connect the camera to the light source.
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Now boom, this is the results of applying our denoisers for GI. Things are looking 
much cleaner now. And if you look closer, the indirect shadows under those pillars 
and tables are actually not washed out either.
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This is the ground truth image. I think we have matched it pretty closely. It does 
still have a bit more details in contact shadow region.
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Checkerboard upscale using DL for figuring out what is best to “interpolate” (really, 
extrapolate)
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I think there’s even more performance and quality to be gained here by software. Not 
just tuning, though that is important, but also being clever about sampling and 
filtering.
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Can’t denoise data you don’t have, e.g., the striping around the pole.
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We like coherence for hardware – single instruction multiple data. But that’s a waste.

Drunk loses his wallet in an alley, looks under a streetlight because it’s easier to see. 
We need to look everywhere, but sensibly.

So sample N+1 should tell the AI as much as possible that it didn’t already know from 
samples [1..N]. 
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https://smile.amazon.com/Imperator-Scorpion-Gaming-Computer-
Office/dp/B08HYRNJCH
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Marbles at GTC
Marbles Now
720p @ 25 fps
1440p @ 30 fps
DLSS for AA (no scaling)
DLSS Upscaling
Recorded on RTX8000 (TU102)
Recorded on A6000 (GA102)
Indirect GI is on
Indirect GI is on
No DOF
DOF
1 dome light + 1 indirect light
85+ Lights
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https://arxiv.org/abs/2108.05263

https://arxiv.org/abs/2006.12057
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Can't use this joke any more. Ray tracing is a sea-change, it's like shadow mapping added 
to rasterization, times 3. At the same time David was saying this joke, he was starting to 
look into how to accelerate ray tracing by using dedicated hardware.

Circa 2008 - http://www.pcper.com/article.php?aid=530 – seems to be the first mention 
on the internet, actually
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See my site about why you want a URL: http://www.realtimerendering.com/blog/moving-
targets-and-why-theyre-bad/

People think you know something if you write a book. And, dozens of dollars to be made!

My gosh, never ever randomly ask for a connection to someone on LinkedIn without an 
introductory note.

Side effect: writing about something makes you learn it well enough to write about it (and 
not look dumb).



I’m not religious, but the old testament nailed it there. Common message ever since. I also 
like “Self-praise is no recommendation.”



See http://www.realtimerendering.com/raytracing.html#books
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Source: Eric Haines, taken at NVIDIA booth

http://bit.ly/rtrtinfo and http://raytracinggems.com


